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Introduction: Long-runout landslides are debris flows that have travelled unusually long distances, thus exhibiting friction coefficients much lower than either the static or sliding values generally accepted for geologic materials [1]. Such landslides or rock avalanches (sturzstroms) are notable on Earth [2] and Mars, there especially associated with the steep canyon walls of the Valles Marineris system [3-5] (Figs. 1 and 2). The mechanics of long-runout landslides are poorly understood, and mechanisms proposed for friction reduction include riding a cushion of trapped air [6,7], lubrication by released groundwater, wet debris, or mud [8], sliding on ice [9] or frictionally generated basal melt layers [10,11], and acoustic fluidization [12,13]. We report here numerous long-runout landslides on an icy satellite, Iapetus, and the extremely cold, airless surface there provides an excellent control on landslide friction reduction compared with Earth and Mars, as there is little obvious role for either trapped atmosphere or groundwater [14].

Overview: Landslides on Iapetus are among the largest in the Solar System, with Iapetus’ exceptional topographic relief [15,16] and unconsolidated surface likely accounting for the frequency of landslides there. The drop height-to-runout length ratio, \( H/L \) (an approximation for the friction coefficient of landslide material [4,5,13]) falls between 0.1 and 0.3 on Iapetus, but does not follow the trend of decreasing \( H/L \) with increasing length seen on Earth and Mars. This lack of dependence of \( H/L \) on \( L \) is not consistent with a role for a gravity-independent yield strength, such as predicted by Bingham or acoustic fluidization models [4,17], but is consistent with rheological control by modest dry friction within ice rubble that has been frictionally heated such that surfaces are slippery [18,19]. Energetics are favorable for this mechanism on Iapetus. Moreover, fault friction on icy satellites may likewise be similarly reduced, in a manner similar to that proposed for faults in rock [20,21].

Landslides Everywhere: Mass movements in the form of landslides or avalanches at some scale are ubiquitous in the Solar System (among solid bodies), but large mass movements, in the form of long-runout landslides, are less common. Beyond Earth, Mars, Iapetus, and possibly Rhea, long-runout landslides have also been observed on Venus [22], Io [23], and possibly on the Moon [24] and Phobos [25]. With re-
Lunar cratering, as opposed to other resurfacing processes is consistent with overwhelming dominance of impact over geological history, and the non-volatile nature of comparably sized structures on other mid-sized icy satellites, the degraded basins on Rhea bear some resemblance, but the relatively young and undegraded Odysseus basin on Tethys does not. We note that the most crenulated portions of the Engelier basin wall are associated with a depression, likely related to Engelier forming over an older, large basin (Gerin). The majority of landslides in Engelier occur in this eastern section (Fig. 3B) and may be related to a reduced structural integrity due to the Gerin impact.

Regarding the equatorial ridge, the ridge shows diverse morphologies where it is visible. The mountainous peaks on the ridge are variable, sometimes sharp and steep, and at other places rounded, flat-topped or exhibiting multiple parallel smaller-scale ridges. Landslides and alcoves are most prevalent in the tall, steep sections. Along with cratering, much of this variability, and variable preservation along strike, can be attributed to mass wasting altering the appearance of the ridge over time. No matter how the ridge originally formed [28], it has since been considerably altered. Ridge flank slopes are neither pristine, nor in the long term, stable. Arguments against an exogenic origin for the ridge based on slope angles [15] should take these observations into account.
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